
Exclusively at



Discover our fantastic new collection of exclusive beds, 
mattresses and headboards from Slumberland – this 

collection is the work of nearly 100 years of expertise in 
making mattresses. 

We welcome you to explore our wide range of elegant mattresses, 
attractive and practical divan base options along with a complementary 

choice of headboard designs and fabric colours.  Whatever mattress you 
choose your sleeping experience will be taken to new heights.

Esprit Pocket 800
see page 4

Vantage Pocket 2200
see page 8

Halo Pocket 1400
see page 6

Plaza Pocket 2200
see page 10
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Exclusive to Bensons for Beds and featured 
in all Slumberland Solutions mattresses.

Cirrus is a smart fibre made from 
environmentally sustainable sources. The 
Cirrus filling layer controls humidity by 
wicking away body moisture. It provides 
vastly superior moisture control compared to 
regular filling layers, leaving your Slumberland 
Solutions mattress fresh and breathable.

Edge Zoning Technology 
Our innovative Edge Zoning technology is 
featured in every Slumberland Solutions 
mattress. The outer two rows of springs are 
made with a thicker gauge wire to create 
a firmer outer edge. This maximises the 
sleeping surface - so you can sleep right up 
to the edge of the mattress.

Hardly a day goes by without the serious issue of climate change and plastic waste 
hitting our headlines. With this in mind, the innovative truecomfort filling layer has been 
developed to not only help the environment but to offer amazing comfort performance. 

Truecomfort filling layers are used in all Slumberland Solutions mattresses and are made 
from sustainable sources which are safe and non-toxic.

Exclusively at
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Esprit Pocket 800

The Esprit mattress is the perfect introduction to 
the Slumberland Solutions collection. 

800 pocket springs support the individual body 
contours whilst the sumptuous, soft touch knitted 
fabric and deep quilt provide luxurious comfort.

This stunning mattress has been carefully 
designed to offer a real sense of luxury with a 
choice of two comfort levels 3 & 4.

Available with a variety of base and storage 
options, in a choice of colours, with matching 
headboards to complete the look.
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The Halo mattress is ideal for those who prefer a 
firmer feel, offered in a choice of comfort levels 4 
and 5. 

With 1400 supportive pocket springs and a hand 
tufted finish, the Halo offers true ortho support 
and comfort, for a great night’s sleep.

Modern touches on the border design and 
fabrics balance with the traditional tufts for a truly 
individual sleep experience.

Available with a variety of base and storage 
options, in a choice of colours, with matching 
headboards to complete the look.

Halo Pocket 1400
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Vantage Pocket 2200

The exquisite Vantage offers unsurpassed levels of 
deep, sumptuous comfort and support.

This impressive mattress has a dual layered 
system to provide 2200 pocket springs. These 
work in harmony with deep filling layers and a 
luxurious deep quilted, supersoft stretch knit 
cover for a truly spectacular feel and the ultimate 
in comfort.  

Option of comfort levels 3 or 4 to suit your 
individual needs.

Available with a variety of base and storage 
options, in a choice of colours, with matching 
headboards to complete the look.8 9



Plaza Pocket 2200

The magnificent Plaza, with the finest Belgian 
damask fabric and lovingly hand tufted finish, 
offers the ultimate in luxury and comfort. 

Featuring our dual layered system to give 2200 
pocket springs in total for optimum, individual 
support.

Option of comfort levels 3 or 4 to suit your 
individual needs.

Available with a variety of base and storage 
options, in a choice of colours, with matching 
headboards to complete the look.
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No storage 2 drawers 2 drawers and  
2 small drawers 4 drawers

Base on legs Base on legs 
with 2 drawers

Base on legs 
with 2 drawers and  

2 small drawers

Base on legs 
with 4 drawers

Half ottoman Half ottoman  
with 2 drawers

Half ottoman  
with 2 small drawers Full ottoman

Base and storage options
Clever functionality that not only 
makes life easier by creating 
extra storage to suit your space; 
but adds a wow feature to your 
bedroom.

Our bases offer a strong and 
sturdy support system to the 
mattress.  We have a standard 
base or a base on stylish wooden 
legs for a more contemporary 
look - both with varied storage 
options. 

We also offer two ottoman 
storage options; either a 
half ottoman available with 
or without drawers, or a full 
ottoman for optimum storage. 

All available in five stunning 
fabrics.

Standard Base  
All drawer storage options 

Base height 38cm
Shown with Felicia headboard

Base on Legs  
All drawer storage options. 
Base height incl. legs 37cm. 
Shown with Isla headboard

Full Ottoman
Ottoman storage.  
Base height 39cm. 

Shown with Beatrice 
Buttoned headboard

Half Ottoman
Ottoman storage.  
Base height 39cm. 

Shown with Beatrice 
headboard

Full Ottoman

Standard Base 
with 2 drawers

13Base on Legs 
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CamelPastel GreyNickel BluebirdAluminium

Fabric composition: 57% Polypropylene / 43% Polyester
Verity 
Shown in Pastel Grey fabric. 
Height 61cm

Freya 
Shown in Camel fabric. 
Height 61cm

Tabitha 
Shown in Nickel fabric with chrome studs. 
Height 61cm

Helena 
Shown in Pastel Grey fabric. 
Height 61cm

Headboards and 
Fabric options

Floor standing headboard designs

Headboards with wood strutted fixings

To complement the Slumberland Solutions bases, there are eight 
headboard choices. Four impressive floor standing designs and four 
fabulous strutted headboards.  All of which are available in five exciting 
fabric colours to suit every individual style and budget. 

Beatrice 
Shown in Camel fabric. Height 134cm

Beatrice Buttoned 
Shown in Aluminium fabric. Height 134cm

Isla 
Shown in Pastel Grey fabric. Height 137cm

Felicia 
Shown in Bluebird fabric. Height 137cm
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SIZE OPTIONS
Esprit 

Pocket 800 
Halo 

Pocket 1400 
Vantage 

Pocket 2200  
Plaza 

Pocket 2200 

Single 90cm x 190cm

Small Double 120cm x 190cm

Double 135cm x 190cm

King 150cm x 200cm

Super King 180cm x 200cm

SPRING CONSTRUCTION

Pocket Spring System Single Layer Single Layer Double Layer Double Layer

Total Spring Count 800 1400 2200 2200

Edge Zoning Technology

MATTRESS FEATURES

Truecomfort Layer

Cirrus Fibre

Mattress Sleeping Surface Quilted Tufted Quilted Tufted

Mattress Depth 32cm 30cm 34cm 32cm

Double Sided Comfort

Comfort Rating              
             

Comfort Mattress Options Base and Headboard Options

BASES Single 
90cm x 190cm

Small Double 
120cm x 190cm

Double 
135cm x 190cm

King 
150cm x 200cm

Superking 
180cm x 200cm

No storage

2 drawers

4 drawers -

2 drawers and 2 small drawers -

Half ottoman - -

Half ottoman and 2 drawers - -

Half ottoman and 2 small drawers - -

Full ottoman -

OVERALL HEIGHTS
Base 
only

Esprit
Pocket 

800

Halo
Pocket 
1400

Vantage
Pocket 
2200

Plaza
Pocket 
2200

Mattress - 32cm 30cm 34cm 32cm

With Standard Base (inc glides) 38cm 70cm 68cm 72cm 70cm

With Base on Legs 37cm 69cm 67cm 71cm 69cm

With Ottoman (inc glides) 39cm 71cm 69cm 73cm 71cm

HEADBOARDS Headboard
Height

Single
Width

Small 
Double
Width

Double
Width

King Size
Width

Super King
Width

Isla 137cm 96cm 126cm 141cm 156cm 186cm

Felicia 137cm 96cm 126cm 141cm 156cm 186cm

Beatrice 134cm - 149cm 164cm 179cm 209cm

Beatrice Buttoned 134cm - 149cm 164cm 179cm 209cm

Freya 61cm 95cm 125cm 140cm 154cm 184cm

Helena 61cm 95cm 125cm 140cm 154cm 184cm

Tabitha 61cm 95cm 125cm 140cm 154cm 184cm

Verity 61cm 95cm 125cm 140cm 154cm 184cm
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See the full range and order online 
exclusively at bensonsforbeds.co.uk

Exclusively at


